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LCHAMB’S STATE OF MIND Q4 2021: Life in Exile

I want to speak of bodies changed into new forms

— Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book I, Lines 1–2

Dear Friends,

Two thousand years ago in the summer of 8 A.D., the poet Ovid
arrived in the seaside town of Tomis in what is now Romania,
banished by the Emperor Augustus for reasons lost to history,
to begin his life in exile.

Already 50 years old, Ovid had completed his most famous works,
including the Metamorphoses, which was published earlier that
same year. He would live in exile for another decade or so
before dying without ever returning to Rome. Without access to
his books for research or to the Roman libraries, Ovid left
several of his most ambitious poems unfinished, including
Fasti, an epic in which each book would represent a month from
the Roman calendar, and which he planned to be his magnum opus.
He only made it to June. Most of Ovid’s writing during the
final years of his life comprised of letters to friends
complaining about the provincial nature of Tomis and life with
the Scythians at the edge of the Roman Empire.

Over the centuries that followed, Ovid’s exile became a
favorite trope of the artist in the West, the lone genius
discarded by society, and was the subject of many poems,
stories, and missives by kindred (or wannabe) souls. The
Romantic painters of the 19th century in particular took to
Ovid, depicting him in various states of exile, one of the most
well-known paintings being William Turner’s Ovid Banished from
Rome (1838).
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At the beginning of the 20th century, a rather radical theory
was put forward by the historian J.J. Hartman that Ovid was
never really exiled, and that his exile was invented by the
poet as “poetic fiction”. At first this claim was dismissed but
built up a following over time, the way that conspiracy
theories start with a small center of gravity and pull detritus
into their orbits until they form a mass that is difficult to
fully ignore. In 1985, A.D. Fitton Brown, another scholar of
the classics, summarized all the theories and added his own
research to make the most complete argument to date, which is
as follows:

First, the poet had already used “Ovid as literary character”
in past works, by including himself, or a version of himself,
in his fiction. Ovid was a very early post-modernist.

Second, Ovid’s descriptions of Tomis were standard for the day,
and largely match those in texts available to him in Roman
libraries. For such an observant and descriptive writer, to add
nothing new to our understanding of Tomis feels out of
character.

Finally, and perhaps the most convincing, there are almost no
contemporaneous mentions of Ovid’s exile. This is very odd when
you look at the many other texts about Ovid during his
lifetime, who at the time was one of the most famous people in
Rome.

This theory now sits somewhere in the category of theories that
include Shakespeare not actually existing or being a pseudonym
for multiple people, not exactly widely accepted, but no longer
dismissed outright either. And, I would argue, as someone who
believes that most history is actually poorly written fiction,
it almost doesn’t matter, for in the end exile real and
imagined amount to the same thing.
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In the pre-dawn hours of January 6, 2020, I was already up and
dressed, my Yoshida Porter travel bag packed and ready, it was
always packed and ready, I had it all down to a highly
optimized ritual, doing up the laces on my Red Wing boots in
the darkened living room with the lights off, illuminated only
by the sparkling reflection of the street lamps off a
sprinkling of snow floating on the air, it may or may not have
been snowing, I don’t remember. My flight boarded in an hour.

Outside my apartment in the cold darkness a car waits idling.
The driver gets out of the car and walks around to the
passenger side to open the door for me. I say hello and he says
hello. The driver and I know each other because I travel too
much and he makes his living driving people who travel too much
to the airport.

Buffalo, New York, is perhaps one of the last places you want
to fly to each Monday morning at 6am throughout the winter
months, but somehow I had found myself in the role of a
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traveling consultant, commuting via airplane more often than
the subway, racking up frequent flier miles and hotel loyalty
points, sleeping in airline lounges, &etc.

This probably sounds like a bad idea, but it gets even better,
friends. After two days in Buffalo, I would leave my last
meeting Tuesday afternoon, and head back to the airport, often
taking a call in the car on the way, to fly to Boston for
another two days of work on a different project, returning to
New York late Thursday night, or as was often the case, early
Friday morning due to weather and flight delays, over time
forming a codependent relationship with the lobster roll at
Legal Seafood in Logan Airport’s Terminal 2. If I arrived back
in New York on Friday morning, I would often take a car
straight from the airport into the office in Midtown Manhattan
and walk right into a meeting. Snaps fingers together let’s
make some business deals, baby. I gained 10 lbs that winter.

I realized too late — as realization often works — that all
this travel, a bad idea in a normal year, was a very bad idea
in March of 2020. I remember the exact date, 14 March, because
it was the day the NBA suspended its 2020 season, and I felt
for the first time this virus could be something serious. I do
not follow basketball, but I remember thinking that this
decision was going to cost them at least a billion dollars, and
they must know something that I do not. At the time I was in
Boston and scheduled to fly back in two days. Then my wife
called me to tell me there was no canned food on the shelves of
our neighborhood grocery store, and that I should probably come
home before the situation devolved into martial law.

I called the airline and canceled my flight and a friend and I
took an Uber from Boston to New York, paying the driver about
$400 off the record and working on our laptops in the backseat
for the next four hours, trying to piece together a plan while
the country lurched through uncertainty and into lockdown.
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Wandering birds searched long for some land where they might
rest, till their wings grew weary and they fell into the sea

— Metamorphoses, Book I, Lines 307–308

March, the third book in Ovid’s unfinished Fasti, is dedicated
to Mars, God of War, the patron of the third month. March does
not feel very war-like to me. March to me is a month of deep
somnolent melancholy, winter over but everything still dark and
lifeless; March is starvation after war has torn through the
earth like a storm, leaving everything in the ground dead,
crops replaced by pools of cold water in ditches of mud, a
cruel month that taunts the skeletal animals digging
lethargically for tubers or grubs, anything they can eat to
sustain themselves for another month or so until the true
spring comes.

On the first anniversary of the lockdown, in March of 2021, I
sat in my makeshift home office and stared out the window as
the sunlight melted the last of the snow which ran down onto
the concrete pavers and between them and into the earth where
it tickled the sleeping earthworms. On a dead branch a mourning
dove pushed its beak into the folds between its feathers to
stay warm.

In Japanese the word hato can mean both “dove” and “pigeon”,
two birds so different from each other that I could never
understand how the same word could be used to refer to both. In
one, a symbol of peace and hope, the bird that brought the
olive branch back to Noah and confirmed the end of the Flood,
the end of God’s Wrath, messenger of forgiveness. In the other,
a winged rat, the scourge of the city, mainly famous for
defecating everywhere, on marble statues and building facades,
and the occasional human head. In Japan, hato represents swift
and reliable delivery, and is the mascot of several
transportation companies.
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I can no longer find hato in my stacks and stacks of note cards
that I carried around Japan while I lived there, but I know I
wrote it down at some point. And next to it, I may have written
“Pigeon (Dove?)” Each day, I would write down a few words and
phrases on a small note card that I intended to practice with
unwitting conversation partners and wander around the
neighborhood popping into shops and stores — asking “what do
you call this?” and so on, using language to learn new language
and bypassing English entirely. In addition, as the day went
on, I would write down new words or phrases to look up in the
dictionary later (this was before the days of the smartphone,
friends). Often, I would ask a person directly, “would you
write that down for me? I’m trying to learn Japanese.”

I acquired this system from my father-in-law, who many years
ago in graduate school studied linguistics, and was involved in
the creation of a system called Total Physical Response (TPR).
TPR proposed a different approach to language learning than the
rote memorization of vocabulary and conjugation tables still
used in most classroom settings today. TPR started with a novel
theory, that you can teach new languages to adults by using the
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same tools children use to learn. We’ve been taught that
children learn languages quickly and easily because their
brains are still forming, and that over time we lose this
ability. This is only partially true. Another reason is the way
children learn languages. Adults — and most traditional
pedagogies — try to use logic to rationalize or memorize the
other language. The trouble with this approach is your first
language will always get in the way.

Take this example. You are learning Spanish and memorize the
word manzana for “apple”. Every time you see an apple, you
remind yourself “an apple is a manzana”. And when you hear
manzana you think to yourself, “a manzana, I know that word,
that’s an apple”.

One problem with this approach is you are adding an additional
step that slows you down as you constantly translate individual
words back and forth in your head.

Another problem is that words in two languages rarely have a
1:1 relationship, and if you want to acquire any level of
fluency, you will soon reach words, and phrases and grammars
that have no equivalent in your native language, and now you
are stuck, because your understanding will be limited by the
boundaries of the words you already know.

The third issue is more subtle because we rarely think about
it, but gets to the core of the TPR approach. ”Apple” is not
itself a concrete thing but an abstraction of memories and
emotions. The firm round shape in your hand, the bright pink
skin, the audible crunch and the sweet but slightly tart
flavor, the tickle of juice on your chin. This is the “Physical
Response” you have to the word “apple”. And when a child
without much language points and wants, and mother says “what
do you want? this? you want this apple?” and the child’s eyes
grow wide with desire what they want to recreate is the
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experience of apple and that word becomes lodged in their mind
in a way that they will never be able to change for the rest of
their lives.

This is the response TPR looks to trigger in an adult language
learner. Instead of memorizing tables of vocabulary, you
experience words in their worldly context. You take a bite,
close your eyes, and say manzana, and you will remember this
word with your whole body, and the body does not easily forget.

Any skiff falls into frail rottenness, yawning with cracks,
if it has been long separated from its accustomed waters

Ovid, Trista, Book V, XII, Lines 27–28

No record remains of the reason for Ovid’s exile. The Poet only
ever wrote it was due to “a poem and an error”.

A poem and an error. What a fantastic way to be exiled. Most of
us are exiled for far stupider reasons: anger issues,
alcoholism, a family history of depression.
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This past year and a half we have all lived through a sort of
exile, but we have done something unprecedented, we have lived
in exile together.

In the early days of the lockdowns, the closures, the social
distancing, the forced quarantines, many switched over
seamlessly to the digital webs we have spent the past two
decades weaving around ourselves. At first they proved a useful
crutch, but like anyone who has leaned on a tool for too long
knows, the underlying muscles eventually begin to atrophy, and
the dependency only deepens, until you can no longer walk on
your own.

This was not my experience. Despite spending a good portion of
my career in technology, I am not much for the internet or so-
called social media. I don’t like watching videos on my phone,
I can’t stand the podcast format, you will not get me to read
an “electronic book”. My main channel of long-distance social
interaction is this newsletter, which I write and send once
every year or two, and receive a handful of short replies,
mostly checking in to ask if I’m okay.

I am not against these platforms — mostly I am indifferent. I
do not feel the same impulse to “connect with the things that
matter most” as, it turns out, billions of other people do. But
under our shared exile something changed.

When the day-to-day social trappings were stripped away, the
rituals gone, I saw that society is a form of religion and that
it was a much larger part of my life than I had realized. The
trappings, the rituals, the signifiers, without these we see
how hollow everything is, a great branching oak seen in the
winter without its grand canopy, a skeleton stripped of its
flesh. And without anyone to see the clothes you wear, or which
subway line you take into the city, or the car you drive to
work, or the restaurants you visit, or the countries you fly to
on vacation, or the shops you browse, or the schools you
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attend, or the shows you watch, or the books you read, you
realize how much of your identity is a reflection of something
else, and now you realize you’ve only ever seen yourself
through refracted light, bent only slightly, but enough that
the result is uncanny and unsettling.

And I came to understand this last year that even after a
decade in New York City I had always planned to move on, and
had prepared myself for the life of a traveler, a wanderer, an
itinerant, and had intentionally not put down many roots, not
taken the time to make those connections, and when everything
stopped moving and I took the time to look around the sad state
of my garden was exposed in the ugly daylight. Without roots,
the hillside erodes at the first rain, and with a panic I saw
how easily everything could wash away.

Some shrivel in exile and some grow. Some are not only
comfortable in a new land, alone, but they thrive, with room to
grow they do things not possible in the old, crowded lands they
came from. Some, naked and exposed, without the security of
familiar things around them, either wither in place or self-
immolate in fantastic ways.

Some change over time, and that which was possible in the
exuberance of youth is no longer possible, or wanted, or the
energy it took is no longer there, and life slows to the pace
of a vulcanized brain, a cauterized heart, a calcified soul. A
shut-in in a darkened room, sitting on the floor among stacks
of old notebooks, rereading the same scribbled notes about
ancient dreams, until the ink on the pages rubs away and the
paper is empty again, when with a violence the heavy curtains
are pulled open.

And now we see each other again, blinking in the bright morning
light, everything slowly reopens, and we all smile, we giggle
with relief, and hold each other in awkward embraces, and say
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everything is back to normal, thank god everything is back to
normal, but in the depths, in the dark red blood that pools at
the bottom of our hearts, how long will remain in exile?

I don’t know the answer, friends, but when I am unsure of
myself I venture outside to teach my body new language. You can
try it as well, if you like. Plant your feet on the ground,
crouch down, then lift your legs as quickly as you can to
launch yourself entirely off the ground and hover in the air
for a brief moment. Salto! you say. And then again, higher this
time, salto!

Because to tell yourself that salto means to jump misses the
entire meaning of life, for the only meaning of salto is this:
with no power but your own, to free yourself from the earth,
and the blood rushes from your head to your heart, and in that
shattered second you levitate, you are free in a way no one
else will ever understand, and you are happy for the first time
in your life, until the earth reclaims you and the moment ends.

Luke Chamberlin
Brooklyn, NY
November 2021


